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A Complete Array of LED Illuminated

Water Features Bring you Brilliant

Lighting Solutions with Endless

Possibilities.

FIBERSTARS
Fiberstars’ Light Streams is a unique way to

light water features with LED technology. These

water features are versatile, affordable and can

be used in a variety of pool applications.

These internally lit water features encompass a

full array of exciting lighting products designed

to dramatically enhance the enjoyment of your

pool and surrounding landscape, at night. 

Innovative water feature items include Light

Streams Large Laminar, Light Streams Mini

Laminar, Light Streams Pot, Light Streams

Bubbler, Light Streams Rock Waterfall Kit and

Light Streams Rain Waterfall. 

Available in a brilliant “Xenon” White light.

Let Lights Streams enhance your lighting

choices!

Need more information?

Call your local builder

or visit us online at: www.fiberstars.com
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FIBERSTARS
Light StreamsTM

Light StreamsTM

Pictured Above: An example of two Laminar

water features, at night, not lit.

Pictured Above Right: Here is an example of

what two Laminar water features with Light

Streams can look like at night.

Which would you choose?



Expanding your Lighting
Choices

Light StreamsTM is a new and innovative product

line of L.E.D. lit water features. These elegant

water features are internally lit and can be used

in a variety of applications. Use them individual-

ly or in combinations. Add a special touch of

class to your backyard with Light Streams. These

exquisite water features are cost effective, versa-

tile and perfect for any pool. Add one of these

elegant water features to your backyard today!

Light Streams can make the difference!

Fiberstars Light Streams offers a variety of

lighted water features such as Mini and Large

Laminars, Rain Waterfalls, Pots, Rock waterfalls

and Dual Bubblers. These water features can be

used for a variety of pool applications and will

add charm to your backyard. 

Light StreamsTM Mini Laminar
Light Streams Mini Laminars add a distinct ele-

ment of elegance to any pool. These brilliant

white light fountains are an excellent accessory

to add a sparkle to your backyard. Designed for

water flows up to 3’ up and 3’ out.

Lend a dramatic splash to your backyard with

Light Streams Large Laminars. These

sparkling white glass like rods of water can be

used individually or in multiples for a dramat-

ic effect. Designed for water flows up to 6’ up

and 6’ out.

Light StreamsTM Large Laminar

Light StreamsTM

Lighted Pot
A gorgeous water feature

with a completely self

contained light source,

bringing a brilliant

“Xenon” white light to

the bubbler and the

lighted spillway.

Light StreamsTM

Rock Waterfall
A simple and easy way

of lighting a rock

waterfall. Each of the 4

Star Glos are adjustable

for optimum lighting

effect,  creating an aes-

thetic environment.

Light a sun shelf,

swim-out or beach

entry with Light

Streams Lighted

Bubbler. Enhance the

beauty of your pool

with a splash of

color!

Light StreamsTM

Lighted Bubbler

Combine maximum enjoyment of visual beauty with

delightful sounds of falling water with Light Streams

Rain Waterfalls. A stunning water feature that enhances

the beauty of any backyard. Lit water cascades create a

harmonious blend of pleasant sounds and a beautifully

lit backyard. Available in 2’, 3’ and 4’.

Light StreamsTM Rain Waterfall

Now available in a brilliant “Xenon” White light!

Above: A Rock Waterfall, at

night, lit with Light Streams.

Right: An unlit Rock Waterfall,

without Light Streams, at night.

Which would you choose?


